DESIGN INTENT

TORRENT™
CRAFT INSPIRED. TOUR VALIDATED.
Storm bowling balls are coveted for many reasons including premium performance,
stunning appearance, and the utmost quality. Professionals around the globe rely on
Storm on a daily basis. But you don’t have to be a pro to appreciate a Storm bowling
ball. Just look around you the next time you hit the lanes. You are sure to see bowlers of
all skill levels rolling Storm. With a relentless pursuit of bowling perfection, Storm has
continued to create new designs and core shapes like what can be found in the new
Torrent.

MAKE SOME WAVES
Storm bowling products feature sleek, performance-oriented equipment with new
technology, shapes, and configurations. The Thunder™ line blends precision finished

TECHNICAL DATA
COVERSTOCK

R2S™
R2S™Hybrid
Solid Reactive
Reactive
WEIGHT BLOCK

craftsmanship with multi-material technology proven at the highest levels of competition.
The versatility of the Booster HV (high volume) Core is evident in its design. This large,
confidence inspiring weight block is designed for bowlers that need extra hitting power.
The Booster HV produces greater consistency and forgiveness from the use of extreme

Booster™
Booster™HVCore
Core

amounts of multi-density materials. This engineering helps drive the radius of gyration

FACTORY FINISH

set Storm apart from the rest of the field. Found on some of the most successful balls in

2000-grit
1500-gritAbralon®
Polished
BALL COLOR

Black
NavyPearl/Purple
/ Hunter Green
Solid
FLARE POTENTIAL

4-5” (Medium-High)
FRAGRANCE

higher while producing a generous amount of flare potential. The R2S formula is what
history, R2S glides through the early part of the lane with no shortage of backend
reactivity. The Torrent is finished with a 2000-grit matte finish that digs through more oil
yet amplifies control at the breakpoint. This much forgiveness is never unwarranted.
Storm pushes the boundaries of premium materials and the latest ball technologies from
our lab to your bowling bag. That’s why we are “The Bowler’s Company™.”

Pomegranate
Lavender Vanilla
Cider

” The Thunder line blends precision finished craftsmanship with multi-material technology
proven at the highest levels of competition.”

